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IBN AL-‘ARABč ON THE ONE
WHO IS TRANSCENDENT (AL-AČAD)
AND IMMANENT (AL-WĊČID)
Mohd Sani Badron1
Khulasah
Makalah dimulai dengan wacana Ibn al-‘Arabą mengenai
“aĄadiyyah” tiap-tiap yang mawjud. Kemudian, tinjauan
disorotkan kepada tafsiran Ibn al-‘Arabą mengenai peri hakikat
serta sifat Mahaesa bagi Allah, sama ada sifat Mahaesa yang
digelar aĄadiyyah mahupun wĀĄidiyyah. Turut diteliti ialah, nisbah
sifat Mahaesa kepada peribadatan dan penyerahan Agama, kepada
Tuhan daripada manusia.
Katakunci: aĄadiyyah; wĀĄidiyyah; hakikat serta sifat Mahaesa
bagi Allah; sifat Mahaesa DhĀt; sifat kesatuan bagi tiap-tiap
yang mawjud; ibadah; penyerahan; agama; Ibn al-‘Arabą.
Abstract
This article begins with Ibn al-‘Arabą’s discourse on “oneness” that
belongs to every existent. Then, it presents Ibn al-‘Arabą’s
interpretation of the oneness of God (Allah), viz. His Essential
Oneness—whose dual aspects are aĄadiyyah and wĀĄidiyyah—and
Its relation to worship and submission to God, by mankind
through Religion.
Keywords: aĄadiyyah; wĀĄidiyyah; oneness of God; Essential
Oneness; oneness of every existent; worship; submission;
religion; Ibn al-‘Arabą.
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A Oneness that Belongs to every Existent (AĄadiyyat Kull
MawjĈd)2
The term ‘one’ (al-aĄad)—whose quality is called ‘oneness’
(al-aĄadiyyah)—is employed in the Qur’Ān, to AllĀh as well
as to all other than Him. As Ibn al-‘Arabą observes,3
Know you that the name ‘one’ (al-ism al-aĄad) is
applied to every thing unrestrictedly: angel, celestial
body, star, nature, element, mineral and plant...while it
is a Divine Epithet (na‘t ilĀhą) in His saying ‘Say: He
is AllĀh, the One’4, He makes it (the term ‘one’) a
creatural attribute (na‘t kawną) in His saying ‘let he
who expects to meet his Lord (Rabb), in the worship
of his Lord, admit no one (aĄad) as partner.’ 5
Ibn al-‘Arabą points out that in the abovementioned
110 verse of sĈrat al-Kahf (18), AllĀh employs the word
‘one’ in an indeterminate form, so that everything that
possesses oneness (aĄadiyyah) is included.6 The word
‘oneness’—just like other expressions, such as ‘existence’ (alwujĈd), ‘knowledge’ (al-‘ilm), ‘power’ (al-qudrah), and
indeed all the names (sĀ’ir al-asmĀ’)—may be applied in a
homonymous manner (al-mushĀrakah) to the Real as well as
to other than Him, i.e., the Creation (al-khalq).7
th

2

3
4

5

6
7

The term aĄadiyyat kull mawjĈd is employed by Ibn al-‘Arabą himself
in, among others, the FutĈĄĀt, 2: 289.
FutĈĄĀt, 2: 221.
Al-IkhlĀĆ, 112: 1. For Ibn al-‘Arabą’s interpretation of this 112th
chapter of the Qur’Ān, see RaĄmah min al-RaĄmĀn fą Tafsąr wa IshĀrĀt
al-QurāĀn min KalĀm al-Shaykh al-Akbar MuĄyą al-Dąn Ibn al-ĂArabą, 4
vols. collected and presented by MaĄmĈd MaĄmĈd al-GhurĀb
(Damascus: the editor himself, 1989), 4: 551-9.
Al-Kahf, 18: 110; for Ibn al-‘Arabą’s interpretation, see RaĄmah, 3: 3438.
FutĈĄĀt, 3: 478.
FutĈĄĀt, 2: 579, 581. ‘Oneness’ is applied unrestrictedly to all existents—
human and non-human alike, states K. AĄadiyyah, in RasĀ’il Ibn al-ĂArabą
(Hyderabad: The Da’irat al-MaĂarifil Osmania, 1948), 3; tr. Avraham
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‘There is nothing,’ Ibn al-‘Arabą resolves, ‘except there is a
oneness for it.’8 Indeed,
For every constituent part of the universe, there is a
oneness (aĄadiyyah) peculiar to it, which others do not
share. By this oneness, the thing is distinguished and
differentiated from others, their shared qualities
notwithstanding.9
Souls know that there is something that makes
them—as a whole— unique from others, which is
their unicity (amr tanfarada bi-hi ‘an ghayrihĀ ‘alĀ ’lijmĀl wa hiya waĄdĀniyyatuhĀ). From it (i.e. the
unicity), they (i.e. the souls) know the unicity of He
Who existentiates them, as none knows the One
except the one (lĀ ya‘rifu ’l-WĀĄid illĀ al-wĀĄid).
This is what is meant by the one who says, ‘In each
thing is a sign signifying that He is One’ (wa fą kull
shay’ lahu Āyah tadullu ‘alĀ annahu WĀĄid), alluding
to a peculiarity of every thing (khĀĆĆiyyat kull shay’),
which is its oneness (aĄadiyyatuhu), which is the sign

8
9

Abadi, ‘The Book of Alif (Or) The Book of Unity, JMIAS II (1984), 1540, on p. 17.
FutĈĄĀt, 3: 478.
FutĈĄĀt, 3: 181. This statement is somewhat repeated in Ibn al-‘Arabą’s
other works. ‘There is a unicity for every thing in itself, whereby it is
distinguished from others (inna li-kull shay’ fą nafsi-hi waĄdĀniyyah bihĀ yumtĀzu ‘an ghayri-hi).’ See WasĀ’il al-SĀ’il, 49, as quoted in
Mu‘jam, 1160. In TarjumĀn al-AshwĀq, it is stated that ‘the special
quality that distinguishes the thing from all things else’ is called ‘its
unicity’ (waĄdĀniyyah). See Muhyi’ddąn Ibn al-‘Arabą, The TarjumĀn
al-AshwĀq: A Collection of Mystical Odes, tr. Reynold A. Nicholson,
repr. (Theosophical Publishing: London, 1978), 73.
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of the oneness of the One (‘alĀmah ‘alĀ aĄadiyyat al-

AĄad).10

For Ibn al-‘Arabą, then, every thing has a particular
oneness that other things do not partake; by this oneness
every thing is seen as a unique, specific reality, which is
distinguished from other realities. According to Ibn al‘Arabą, this permeation of oneness in every existent, this
generality of oneness in the entirety of created beings, is due
to the Divine pervasion (al-sarayĀn al-IlĀhą), of which no
creature may know, unless God wishes it.11
Ibn al-‘Arabą’s commentator, al-Jąlą, sums up, that in the
language of the generality of the people (lisĀn al-‘umĈm),
the word ‘oneness’ designates ‘the distinguishing feature
(‘ayn) of an entity that is composed of various multiple
things’ (al-kathrah al-mutanawwa‘ah). This is exemplified in
the case of a wall that might be seen by someone from afar.
Though the wall is made of masonry, lime, plaster and wood,
the seer would nevertheless not being able to observe
anything of these bricks, whitewash, plaster and lumber; he
could only see the wall. Now, the oneness of this wall is the
totality (majmĈ‘) of the masonry, lime, plaster and timber, not
a designation of these four things, but the name ‘wall’
designates ‘a distinguishing feature of wall’ (al-hay’ah almakhĆĈĆah al-jidĀriyyah).12
10

11

12

Al-AshwĀq, 49n1; also quoted in SuĂĀd al-Čakąm, al-MuĂjam al-ĎĈfą: alČikmah fą ČudĈd al-Kalimah (Beirut: Dandarah li al-ďibĀĂah wa alNashr, 1981), 1161. For its partial tr., see Mystical Odes, 72-73.
K. AĄadiyyah, 3; B. Unity, 17. See above footnote no. 7. See also the
references in nn. 9-10.
ĂAbd al-Karąm al-Jąlą, al-InsĀn al-KĀmil, Eng. trans. Angela CulmeSeymour, Universal Man, 23. Muhammad Iqbal, The Development of
Metaphysics in Persia (Lahore: Bazm-Iqbal, 1954, 3rd reprint, 1964),
124-5. Idem, “The Doctrine of Absolute Unity as Expounded by Abdul
Karim al-Jilani,” in Thoughts and Reflections of Iqbal, ed. with notes
by Syed Abdul Vahid (Lahore: Sh. Muhammad Ashraf, repr. 1992), 450
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This example is an excellent illustration of the specific
unity that is ‘the complex oneness of a whole composed of
parts’, which is, in al-Jąlą’s own words, ‘oneness in the
language of the generality of the people’ (lisĀn al-‘umĈm). But,
strictly speaking, this is a oneness of created things; as such, it
is not applicable to the Divine or Transcendental Absolute
Being.13 To refer exactly to this creaturely attribute, Ibn al‘Arabą calls it ‘a united or combined whole’ (muttaĄidah), and
its quality ‘a unitary or combinative oneness’ (al-ittiĄĀd), as
opposed to what he calls the One Entity (al-Ayn al-WĀĄid)
and His Essential and Divine Oneness (al-AĄadiyyah)
respectively.14 In order that we are more specific in the case
of the wall given in al-Jąlą’s example, its unity is ‘the oneness of
man-made compositions or aggregations’15; the unity of the

13

14

15

27, on pp. 14-15. Reynold Nicholson, Studies in Islamic Mysticism
(Lahore: Kazi Publications, n.d.), 95. Mu‘jam, 1165, 1168-9. Hay’ah
(or hą’ah) means form, fashion, shape, aspect or appearance; figure,
person, mien, feature or lineaments; guise; or external state or
condition; state with regard to apparel and the like; or garb; state,
condition or case; quality, mode or manner of being. See Edward
William Lane, An Arabic-English Lexicon (London: Williams and
Norgate, 1863, reprinted in 2 vols. by Islamic Text Society, 1984), 2:
2908.
Indeed, AllĀh, in His Essence, as He is in Himself, is above being
qualified even by absoluteness and being. Considered in such isolation,
He is in that degree unconditioned by any condition; He is
unconditionally transcendent, and cannot be likened to created things.
This is the oneness of God’s Being with respect to the Essence at the
level of His transcendent unity. See further Syed Muhammad Naquib alAttas, A Commentary on the Čujjat al-Ďiddąq of NĈr al-Dąn al-RĀnąrą
(Kuala Lumpur: Ministry of Culture, 1986), 39-40, 153-60, 308, 395,
404, 410, 415.
A unitary or combinative oneness (al-ittiĄĀd) is the attribute of the
servant (al-‘abd), as no servant is intelligible by himself; the servant is
intelligible only by Other than him. He has no odour of Oneness ever
(fa-lĀ rĀ’iĄah la-hu fą ’l-AĄadiyyah abadan). FutĈĄĀt, 2: 31.
“One and Many,” in Great Books of the Western World, ed. in chief
Mortimer J. Adler, 2nd ed., 60 vols. (Chicago: Encyclopædia Britannica,
51
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wall comes, hence, under the category of ‘artificial, complex
oneness’16.
Be that as it may, this conception is very significant in
the metaphysics of IslĀm. As has been outlined by Syed
MuĄammad Naquib al-Attas, the fundamental nature of
reality is difference. What makes a thing what it is, is strictly
speaking not the commonness of ‘being-existent’, but rather,
the ‘being-distinct’ from any other, for it is only by virtue of
distinction that realities have come into existence.17 The

16
17

1990), vol. 2, The Syntopicon: II - An Index to the Great Ideas,
afterwards cited as Syntopicon, 230, 234.
Ibid.
IslĀm and the Philosophy of Science (Kuala Lumpur: ISTAC, 1989),
25. See also al-Attas’s definition of realities as permanent and
separately placed entities, on p. 35. Indeed, this is why Islamic
epistemology, as expounded by al-Attas, affirms that everything has its
proper place in a system. Everything has a proper relation, or a
network of relations, with others in the system, a certain proper order
described in terms of priority and posteriority, in terms of space and
position, and in terms of arrangement according to various levels and
degrees. If everything in any system were in the same place, then there
could be no meaning since there would be no relational criteria to
judge, discriminate, distinguish and clarify; indeed, there would be no
system. For recognition to be possible, and for meaning to be
established, there must be permanent specific difference and permanent
essential relation in things. Our discussion is also interconnected with
the conception of created things as arranged in a just order or the just
order that pervades all creation. It points also to one’s Ąaqq, that which
belongs to one, to one’s own; it is the exact or the specific part that befits
one’s natural or essential constitution, to one’s self; it is something
inherent, a property, an essential attribute. It also implies thing’s natural
position, the position that conforms to the nature, both in the external
world as well as in the imagination and in the mind, of the person, the
thing, the object of knowledge. See further pp. 15-16, 22-23. Earlier,
al-Attas has stated these ideas in The Positive Aspects of TaĆawwuf
(Kuala Lumpur: Islamic Academy of Science, 1981), 5-6, 8-9, 12. See
also his Commentary, 163-4, 279-91; Syed Muhammad Naquib alAttas, On Quiddity and Essence (Kuala Lumpur: ISTAC, 1990), 42, 46;
Syed Muhammad Naquib al-Attas, Prolegomena (Kuala Lumpur:
ISTAC, 1995), 123-4, 129-32, 252-3, 256.
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meaning of al-Attas’s statement that ‘it is only by virtue of
distinction that realities have come into existence’ lies in the
dual nature of the Divine Names (al-asmĀ’).18
But al-Jąlą’s definition of oneness as understood by the
generality of the people has wider implications. It should be
clear to the discerning mind that it is related to the oneness
of an entity that is composed of ‘various multiplicity’ (alkathrah al-mutanawwa‘ah). In this more general manner,
such a unity is called by Ibn al-‘Arabą ‘the oneness of
multiplicity’ (aĄadiyyat al-kathrah).19 This oneness of
manyness is crucial, as from it man might cross to understand
the oneness of the One Divine Transcendental Absolute Being:
You don’t know the unicity of the Real, exalt Him
[beyond what they ascribe] (waĄdĀniyyat al-Čaqq
subĄĀnah) except from your unicity, since for every
thing in itself there is a oneness whereby it is
distinguished from others. A person who achieves and
actualizes this quality would realize the unicity of the
Real, knowing that, of AllĀh, exalt Him beyond what
they ascribe, the quality of Unicity is an Essential
Attribute (WaĆf DhĀtą), an attribution of which is not
valid to other than Him. Although there is a unicity
for every existent other than Him, exalt Him
beyond what they ascribe, for them it (i.e., the
unicity) is shared attributes (ĆifĀt mushtarakah), with
the exception of the Real, as to Him belongs the
attribution of unicity while there is none who share
18

19

For the time being see On Quiddity and Essence, 41-42; Prolegomena,
252-3.
RisĀlat LĀ Ya‘Ĉl ‘Alay-hi, in RasĀ’il, vol. 1, no. 16, p. 12; FuĆĈĆ alČikam, ed. AbĈ al-ĂAlĀ ĂAfąfą (Beirut: DĀr al-Kutub al-ĂArabą, 1946,
second impression 1980), 1: 200; FutĈĄĀt, 2: 290; 3: 404 465, 505; 4:
55, 88, 107, 136, 176, 183, 3: 289, 378, 483; 4: 55, 88, 107, 136, 183,
232, 276, 294, 376. A close example of the oneness of multiplicity is
the unity of man, who is composite of body and soul, matter and spirit,
extension and thought.
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the same attribution with Him the Exalted (inna li ’lČaqq waĆf al-WaĄdĀniyyah wa laysa la-Hu man
yushĀraka-Hu fą-hi subĄĀna-Hu).20
By its unicity, which is the special quality that distinguishes a
thing from all other things, the thing knows the unicity of
Him who brought it into being.21
As the oneness that we are discussing refers to the
distinguishing feature of an entity, it is also called by Ibn al‘Arabą ‘the oneness of distinction’ (aĄadiyyat al-tamyąz).22 And
as ‘the oneness of the totality’ of various multiple things, it is
called by Ibn al-‘Arabą aĄadiyyat al-majmĈ‘,23 and alternately
‘the oneness of the sum’ (aĄadiyyat al-jam‘24 or aĄadiyyat aljam‘iyyah25).
Taken in its wider implications as mentioned above, we
might now venture to understand Ibn al-‘Arabą’s conception of
the oneness of AllĀh. As he affirms, He is the One God (IlĀh
WĀĄid),26 whose oneness as such is called ‘the oneness of
Godhood’ (aĄadiyyat al-UlĈhiyyah),27 ‘the oneness of
Divinity’ (aĄadiyyat al-IlĀhiyyah),28 and ‘the oneness of the
[Divine] Degree’ (aĄadiyyat al-martabah).29 Now, as this One
God is self-manifested by various Names (al-AsmĀ’), His
oneness is also referred to as ‘the oneness of the Names’
(aĄadiyyat al-AsmĀ’).30 Elsewhere,31 Ibn al-‘Arabą notes that
20
21
22

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

WasĀ’il al-SĀ’il, 49, as quoted in Mu‘jam, 1160.
Ibn al-‘Arabą, TarjumĀn al-AshwĀq, 73.
FutĈĄĀt, 3: 378, 4: 55. 4: 28 identifies tamyąz with taqyąd. See also on
the relation between waĄdĀniyyah and tamyąz in Mu‘jam, 1158-61.
FutĈĄĀt, 2: 293, 440, 3: 193, 194, 289; 4: 132, 294.
FutĈĄĀt, 2: 225, 300; 3: 81, 193.
FutĈĄĀt, 2: 300.
FutĈĄĀt, 1: 36.
FutĈĄĀt, 2: 290; 3: 310; 4: 276.
FutĈĄĀt, 3: 378; 4: 80.
FutĈĄĀt, 3: 378; 4: 80.
FutĈĄĀt, 2: 291; 4: 276.
FutĈĄĀt, 4: 294.
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the Qur’anic term (Divine) ‘Names’ is also referred to by ĎĈfą
verifiers as ‘Relations’ (Nisbah) and by theologians as ‘Attributes’
(sing. Ďifah, pl. ĎifĀt); hence al-QĈnĀwą or al-QĀshĀną’s later
coined terminology: ‘the Attributive Oneness’ (al-AĄadiyyah
al-ĎifĀtiyyah).32 Indeed, Ibn al-‘Arabą himself would be
approving of such a terminology, as he states that AllĀh is
One despite the variety of His Most Beautiful Names or
Attributes or Relations (aĄadiy al-Kathrah bi-AsmĀ’i-Hi alČusnĀ aw ĎifĀti-Hi aw NisĀbi-Hi).33
The Oneness of AllĀh
However, we must be cautious on this issue of oneness, as
AllĀh Himself has admonished us that ‘there is none like
unto Him’34 and that ‘there is nothing whatever like unto
Him’.35 The unity of AllĀh is not limited to such a relative
oneness; it is ‘relative’, as it shows a relation between the
worlds and Him, as the One God Who is self-qualified with
various Relations and Attributes of Divinity. His Oneness is,
rather, unconditionally Absolute and Transcendent, and,
ultimately, identical with the Very Essence Itself. As Ibn al-‘Arabą
says, ‘The Real-Truth is singled out for oneness of Essence
(aĄadiyyat al-DhĀt), not for oneness of manyness, which is
the oneness of Names (aĄadiyyat al-kathrah allatą hiya
aĄadiyyat al-asmĀ’).’36
....As regards the Divine Oneness (al-AĄadiyyah alIlĀhiyyah), one has no part (or is not involved) in it,
for it cannot be said, of the Divine Oneness, that one
aspect of It is something and another aspect of It
32

33
34
35

36

LaćĀ’if al-I‘lĀm fą IshĀrĀt Ahl al-IlhĀm, fol. 13b-14, quoted in Mu‘jam,
1169. The writer is either ‘Abd al-RazzĀq al-QĀshĀną (d. 1330) or Ďadr
al-Dąn al-QunyĀwą (d. 1263). See Commentary, 94n37.
FutĈĄĀt, 3: 483.
Al-IkhlĀĆ, 112: 4. See above note 4.
Al-ShĈrĀ, 42: 11; for its interpretation by Ibn al-‘Arabą, see RaĄmah, 4:
64-76.
FutĈĄĀt, 4: 274.
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another thing, for It does not admit of any
differentiation (al-tab‘ąă).37 For this reason the
People of God (Ahl AllĀh) are barred from a divine
Self-revelation of His Oneness (al-tajallą fą ’lAĄadiyyah).38
And to quote his commentator al-Jąlą:
It is forbidden for the created being (al-makhlĈq) to
attribute to himself the Oneness (al-aĄadiyyah), for
the Oneness is the pure Essence abstracted from the
(Divine) Reality and the created thing (ĆirĀfat al-

DhĀt al-mujarradah ‘an al-Čaqąqah wa ’lmakhlĈqiyyah), whereas the created thing is
characterized by the condition of the createdness (wa
’l-makhlĈq qad Ąukima ‘alayh bi ’l-makhlĈqiyyah).

Moreover, to attribute something to oneself signifies
that it be rendered subject (ifti‘Āl) and to be used
(ta‘ammul),39 which would be contrary (mughĀyir) to
the principle of Oneness, which for this reason never
will belong to the creature; it belongs exclusively to AllĀh
the Exalted (fa-hiya lillĀh ta‘ĀlĀ mukhtaĆĆah
bih)....this state of manifestation (majĀl) is not of
those in which the created being (as such) can ever
participate (naĆąb), but it belongs to AllĀh alone, as the

37
38

39

FuĆĈĆ, 90.
FuĆĈĆ, 91. See also FutĈĄĀt, 3: 178-180; MaĄmĈd MaĄmĈd al-GhurĀb,
SharĄ FuĆĈĆ al-Čikam min KalĀm al-Shaykh al-Akbar MuĄyi ’l-Dąn Ibn
al-‘Arabą (Damshąq: the author himself, 1985, 2nd. ed. 1995), afterwards
cited as SharĄ FuĆĈĆ al-Čikam, 110.
To put them in a grammarian terminology, ifti‘Āl and ta‘ammul refer
to the subject that is a ‘receiver of action’. Cf. Syntopicon, 2: 228-9:
‘The One...transcends intelligence. Knowing or thinking requires an
object. The relation of knower and known entails a duality which would
fracture the utter simplicity of The One.’
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first essential manifestation (fa-huwa lillĀh waĄdah awwal
al-majĀlą al-dhĀtiyyah).40
It is said by JĀmą in his SharĄ-i RubĀ‘iyyĀt41, that in the
technical terminology of the masters of the ĎĈfą path (arbĀb
al-sulĈk), the term oneness (al-aĄadiyyah) is applied to three
things. Firstly, the oneness of the Essence (al-DhĀt), referring
to the Unseen Mystery of the Ipseity (ghĀ’ib al-Huwiyyah).42
Here, the One is beyond all determinations into particular entities
(lĀ ta‘ayyun). Secondly, the transcendent oneness (al-aĄadiyyah)
of the Essence, in which case the One (al-AĄad) is considered
as being devoid of all aspects (salb al-i‘tibĀrĀt)43, as
distinguished from the immanent oneness (al-wĀĄidiyyah) of
the Essence, where the One (al-WĀĄid) is considered as
being qualified by the subsistence of aspects (thubĈt ali‘tibĀrĀt).44 And thirdly, ‘the oneness of the sum’ (aĄadiyyat
40

41

42

43

ĂAbd al-Karąm al-Jąlą, al-InsĀn KĀmil (Beirut: DĀr al-Kutub al-Ăilmiyyah,
1418H/1997), 47-8; Universal Man, 24; French extracts, trans. with
commentary by Titus Burckhardt, De L’Homme Universel, (Paris:
Dervy-Livres, 1975 reissued 1995), 49.
My source is the quotation of the relevant Persian passages as well as
its Arabic translation in Ahmad Nekari, DustĈr al-‘UlamĀ: An
Encyclopedia of Interdisciplinary Terminology (Lebanon: Librairie du
Liban, 1997), 34-35; the work SharĄ-i RubĀ‘iyyĀt is unavailable to me.
Compare with a somewhat reverse statement of al-Jąlą: ‘The Essence of
AllĀh the Exalted is the unseen mystery of the Oneness’ ( ghayb alAĄadiyyah). Universal Man, 4; Homme Universel, 31.
Also identified as ‘the Oneness with no qualification’ ( al-AĄadiyyah bilĀ qayd) by al-LĀrą. See NĈr al-Dąn ‘Abd al-RaĄmĀn JĀmą, al-Durrah al-

FĀkhirah fą TaĄqąq Madhhab al-ĎĈfiyyah wa’l-Mutakallimąn wa’lČukamĀ’ al-Mutaqaddimąn, eds. Nicholas Heer and ‘Alą MĈsavą

44

BehbahĀną (Tehran: The Institute of Islamic Studies McGill Univ.,
Tehran Branch,1980), 88; tr. with an intro. Nicholas l. Heer, The
Precious Pearl: al-JĀmą’s al-Durrah al-FĀkhirah (New York: SUNY
Press, 1979), 127.
Compare the relevant passage of JĀmą’s SharĄ-i RubĀ‘iyyĀt (see above
note 41) with Durrah FĀkhirah, 12, 88; Precious Pearl, 43, 127. See
also Commentary, 154, 159-60, 410-11.
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al-jam‘), which is the Godhood or Divinity (al-ulĈhiyyah). In
this degree, the Essence is considered with the Attributes (alĎifĀt), which are Life, Knowledge, Will, Power, Hearing, Sight

and Speech. More details of these three applications follow.

The Essential One
According to Ibn al-‘Arabą, the oneness that is related to God
(AllĀh) is transcendent (munazzah) from being ascribed to
other than Him, since it is the oneness of the Essence in all
respects (tawĄąd al-DhĀt min jamą‘ al-wujĈh). Other than
Him is not described by this oneness, neither in word (allafĉ) nor in meaning (al-ma‘nĀ). Indeed, the Essence of the
Real, to which is ascribed such a oneness, is not even
conditioned by transcendence, since in reality, the Essence is
transcendent not by means of the affirmation of the affirmer
of transcendence; It is in Itself aloof from any attribute. 45 In
fact, the Real is transcendent by virtue of His Ipseity (i.e. alHuwa), which is transcendence in reality (munazzah ‘alĀ alĄaqąqah) and absolutely, not comparable with the oneness
pertained to created things.46
‘The transcendent oneness is identical with the Essence,
identical with the Ipseity (dhĀtiyyah li’l-dhĀt al-huwiyyah),’47
says Ibn al-‘Arabą. He points out that when the Jews asked
MuĄammad—peace be upon him—‘Relate thy Lord to us’
(insib Rabba-ka la-nĀ), God revealed the verse: ‘Say: He is
AllĀh, the One’; so, ‘rather than the immanent One (alWĀĄid), it is the transcendent One (al-AĄad) which is
ascribed to the Lord (al-Rabb), and it is with It (i.e. al-AĄad)
that the qualities of transcendence (awĆĀf al-tanząh) arise.’48
45
46
47
48

FutĈĄĀt, 2: 579.
FutĈĄĀt, 2: 579, also 580.
K. AĄadiyyah, 3. B. Unity, 17.

Furthermore, Ibn al-‘Arabą points out that in that Prophetic Tradition,
‘oneness’ comes by relation (nasb, or nasab); the Jews did not say
‘attribute!’ (Ćif) nor ‘describe!’ (in‘at). K. AĄadiyyah, 3. B. Unity, 17.
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The abovementioned first verse of the Qur’anic chapter alIkhlĀĆ,49 according to Ibn al-‘Arabą, affirms Absolute Being
(al-WujĈd), and negates from It any quantitative
predicament (al-‘adad),50 i.e., matter, time and space.51 As
Ibn al-‘Arabą states in the beginning of his FutĈĄĀt, AllĀh,
the One God (IlĀh WĀĄid)—Who is the Absolute Being
(WujĈd Mućlaq)—is not a substance, which has a boundary

taking up room in definite space (or ‘extension’ in the
terminology of contemporary Physics; Ar. jawhar
mutaĄayyiz); nor the Absolute being an accident (‘araă),
which negates His existential endurance (baqĀ’), a negation
of which is an impossibility; nor the Absolute being a body
(jism), which is subject to direction (jihah), positional point
(tilqĀ’) and zoning areas (aqtĀr); nor is the Absolute
temporal-bound, nor spatial-contained.52
As shown by JĀmą, in Ibn al-‘Arabą’s metaphysics, the
opposite of the One Absolute Existence is not Multiplicity (alkathrah), but rather the Absolute Non-Being or NonExistence (al-‘Adam), which is Nothing (laysa bi-shay’).53
Hence, the verse ‘He is AllĀh, the One’, in the spiritual
understanding of Ibn al-‘Arabą, affirms the oneness of AllĀh54
in the sense that is not shared or participated by anything, as
there is nothing besides the Absolute Being. Indeed, the verse
affirms the Absolute Oneness (al-AĄadiyyah al-Mućlaqah) of
49
50
51

52
53

54

See above n3.

FutĈĄĀt, 1: 34.
Cf. Commentary, 40, 395, which states that the ĎĈfąs asserted that

AllĀh is neither substance, nor body; that He is neither in a place nor
in time, etc. For the three quantitative predicaments, see, for example,
“One and Many,” Syntopicon, 230, 233. See above n14.
FutĈĄĀt, 1: 36.
Durrah, 11-12; Precious, 43. It is ‘Nothing, either cognitively or
concretely (‘ilman aw aynan),’ says JĀmą’s disciple Raăą al-Dąn ‘Abd alGhafĈr al-LĀrą, see Durrah, 87; Precious, 127. For Ibn al-‘Arabą’s own
discussion on al-‘adam al-mućlaq, see FutĈĄĀt, 1: 44, 3: 46, 4: 145. See
also 2: 426.
FutĈĄĀt, 1: 34.
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AllĀh in contradistinction to the non-absolute, relative
oneness of others (mĀ siwĀ AllĀh).55 It should be realized that
AllĀh’s unicity is an Essential Attribute (WaĆf DhĀtą), an
attribution of which is not valid to other than Him, as for them
unicity is among shared attributes (ĆifĀt mushtarakah). To the
Real belongs the singular description of unicity that is shared by
none (inna li ’l-Čaqq waĆf al-WaĄdĀniyyah wa laysa la-Hu
man yushĀriku-Hu fą-Hi subĄĀna-Hu).56 As Ibn al-‘Arabą
says:
The All-Holy Essence (al-DhĀt al-Muqaddasah)—in
respect to Its oneness—is definitely not a source from
which a thing is issued (maĆdar li-shay’), nor is
described by attribute, nor is named by name.57

55
56
57

FutĈĄĀt, 2: 581.
WasĀ’il al-SĀ’il, 49, as quoted in Mu‘jam, 1160.
Fa-inna ’l-DhĀt al-Muqaddasah min hayth aĄadiyyatu-HĀ laysat
maĆdaran li-shay’ wa lĀ muttaĆifah bi-Ćifah wa lĀ musammĀt bi-ism
aĆlan al-battata. Bulghat al-GhawwĀĆ, fol. 100, as quoted in Mu‘jam,
1167. Al-Muqaddasah may also be translated as ‘the All-pure,’ ‘the Allperfect,’ ‘He Who is far removed from every imperfection, impurity, thing
derogatory from His Glory, faults and defects’.
Ibn al-‘Arabą states that ‘the Essence, in respect to Its oneness, is
not a source from which thing is issued’, since existentiation, creation
and origination (al-ąjĀd) pertains not to His Absolute Oneness
(aĄadiyyah); it rather pertains to His singularity ( fardiyyah). See
FutĈĄĀt, 4: 89. As the ĎĈfąs’ understanding of the concept of creation
(takwąn) is not the subject matter of this thesis, it is suffice to say that at
the stage of creation, according to Prof. al-Attas, the Absolute is
regarded as the Single (al-Fard) by virtue of having already contained
within Himself the potentiality of the ‘other’, Himself being other than
the otherness of the ‘other’, at the level of the Divine Names and
Attributes. For a brief summary of the salient features in the ĎĈfąs’
understanding of the concept of creation (takwąn), see Commentary,
316-19; extensively treated by Izutsu, Sufism and Taoism: A
Comparative Study of Key Philosophical Concepts (first ed. 2 vols.
Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten Publishers, 1983; new ed. in one vol. Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1984), ch. XIII. For Arabic sources see
Mu‘jam, 247-50 (on al-tathląth) and 873-6 (fardiyyah); al-GhurĀb,
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It is worthy of note that Muslim lexicologists, such as alFayrĈzĀbĀdą (d. 817/1414) and his commentator al-Zabądą (d.
1205/1790), have stated that the term aĄad, in its absolute
sense, has no plural.58 Al-Zabądą quotes al-‘UbĀb of alSaghĀną (d. 680),59 that when AbĈ ’l-‘AbbĀs60 was asked
whether al-ĀĄĀd is the plural of aĄad, he retorted, ‘God forbid
(ma‘Ādha ’llĀh)! There is no plural for al-AĄad.’61 It is so
much so that according to al-FayyĈmą (c. 734), except AllĀh,
no one can be described with al-AĄad in the strict sense of the
word. The reason, according to al-Azharą (d. 370/980), and
agreed upon by Ibn ManĉĈr (d. 711) and al-FayrĈzĀbĀdą, is

58

59

60

61

SharĄ FuĆĈĆ al-Čikam, 162-73. The original source is FutĈĄĀt, 1: 46,
260, 265, 323, 538, 732; 2: 62, 190, 201, 259, 280, 302, 400-02, 495,
672; 3: 46, 68, 90, 134, 217, 254-55, 263, 282, 286, 289-90, 525; 4: 70
and FuĆĈĆ, 115-17. Cf. also FutĈĄĀt, 1: 199-202.
Al-FayrĈzĀbĀdą, al-QĀmĈs MuĄąć, which has the following 2 editions: 4
vols. (Cairo: MuĆćafĀ al-BĀbą al-Čalabą, 1371/1952; repr. Beirut: DĀr
al-Jąl, n.d.), 1: 379; 2 vols. (Beirut: DĀr IĄyĀā al-TurĀth al-ĂArabą, 1997),
1: 391.
Lane, Lexicon, 1: 27, cites the narration from al-FayyĈmą’s MiĆbaĄ
(completed 734 AH). However, as indicated in al-Zabądą’s TĀj al-‘ArĈs,
the narration has been documented by earlier authority, AbĈ ManĆĈr
MuĄammad b. AĄmad al-Azharą (282/895-370/980). Al-Zabądą’s
assertion is true, and al-Azharą’s authority, in turn, is al-Mundhąrą; see
al-Azharą, Tahdhąb al-Lughah, eds. MuĄammad ‘Abd al-Mun‘im alKhafĀją and MaĄmĈd Farraj al-‘Uqdah, rev. ‘Alą MuĄammad al-BajĀwą,
15 vols (n.p.: al-DĀr al-MiĆriyyah li ’l-Ta’ląf wa ’l-Tarjamah, 1964-7), 5:
194. See also Ibn ManĉĈr, LisĀn al-‘Arab (Beirut: DĀr IĄyĀā al-TurĀth
al-ĂArabą, 1417/1997), 18 vols., on 15: 231.
He is AbĈ ’l-‘AbbĀs AĄmad Ibn YaĄyĀ al-Tha‘lab, the author of alFaĆąĄ.
AbĈ ’l-‘AbbĀs takes al-ĀĄĀd to be most probably originally al-awĄĀd,
which is the plural of al-wĀĄid, just likes ashhĀd the plural of shĀhid.
See MurtaăĀ al-Zabądą, TĀj al-‘ArĈs, ed. ‘Abd al-SalĀm MuĄammad
HĀrĈn (Kuwait: al-Majlis al-Waćaną li al-ThaqĀfah wa al-FunĈn wa alĊdĀb), 40 vols., on 7: 376; 9: 264. It is plural of paucity ( jam‘ qillah).
See Lexicon, 1: 27.
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‘due to the purity of this sublime Name for Him the Exalted’
(li-khulĈĆ hĀdhĀ ’l-ism al-sharąf la-Hu).62
Ibn al-‘Arabą identifies Oneness (al-AĄadiyyah) with the
Absolute Essence (al-DhĀt al-Mućlaqah), Who cannot be
perceived by physical eyes nor comprehended by mental
thoughts, which is the hidden aspect (mabćĈn) of Divine selfmanifestation.63 Indeed, peculiarity of Essence (khuĆĈsiyyat
DhĀt) is particularly distinguished above others by Oneness (alAĄadiyyah).64 That His oneness resembles the oneness of
anyone is rejected by His saying ‘and there is none like unto
Him’.65 By affirming that ‘nothing that could be compared
with Him’, the revealed verse makes due to Him oneness
that is not appropriate to other than Him.66 As stated in
MashĀhid al-AsrĀr, ‘When AllĀh the Exalted stood alone in
the Oneness, this attribute could not be attributed to any
other than Him.’67
Here, one is reminded also of what is called by Ibn al‘Arabą ‘the One Ipseity’ (Huwiyyah AĄadiyyah).68 And JĀmą’s
identification of the Essential One with the Unseen Mystery
of the Ipseity (ghĀ’ib al-Huwiyyah) reminds us of Ibn al‘Arabą’s teaching on the Absolute Unseen (al-Ghayb alMućlaq), Who is not possible to be witnessed in any state
whatsoever,69 Who is forever unseen and unknown.70 Indeed,

62

63
64
65
66
67

68
69
70

TĀj al-‘ArĈs, 7: 376; Tahdhąb al-Lughah, 5: 198; LisĀn al-‘Arab, 15:
233.
Ibn al-‘Arabą, “KitĀb al-YĀ’ ”, in RasĀāil, no. 10, 1.
YĀ’, 3.
Al-IkhlĀĆ, 112: 4.
FutĈĄĀt, 2: 579-80.
Ibn ‘Arabą, Contemplation of the Holy Mysteries, tr. Cecilia Twinch
and Pablo Beneito (Oxford: Anqa Publishing, 2001), 93.
FutĈĄĀt, 4: 28.
FutĈĄĀt, 2: 579.
FutuĄĀt, 4: 128. See also his KitĀb al-JalĀlah wa huwa Kalimat AllĀh,
no. 4 in RasĀ’il, 3. On the Most Holy Unseen (al-Ghayb al-Aqdas), see
the FutuĄĀt 2: 392. On al-ghayb, see further Mu‘jam, 848-57, also
62
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the Essential One is free from, and not connected with, and
keeps aloof from, created beings (al-tabarrą min al-khalq).71
The highest human knowledge of Him instills silence,
implying thus the inexpressible One, Who is beyond names and
description.72
For the author of LaćĀ’if al-I‘lĀm, who is either alQĈnĀwą or al-QĀshĀną, the Oneness (al-AĄadiyyah) is
identical with the Essence in respect to the fact that there is
no relation at all between the Essence and anything (i‘tibĀr alDhĀt min hayth lĀ nisbah bayna-HĀ wa bayna shay’ aĆlan). By
this expression called Oneness, the Essence is required to be
self-sufficient from the universe (bi-hĀdhĀ ’l-i‘tibĀr al-

musammĀ bi ’l-AĄadiyyah taqtaăą al-DhĀt al-ghinĀ ‘an al‘Ālamąn). In this respect, the Essence is not known nor

comprehended in any way, due to the exclusion or omission of
aspects from It (wa min hĀdhĀ ’l-wajh lĀ tudrak al-DhĀt wa lĀ
tuĄĀć bi-HĀ bi-wajh min al-wujĈh li-suqĈt al-i‘tibĀrĀt ‘an-HĀ);
this is the aspect (i‘tibĀr) whereby the Essence is called ‘One’
(AĄad), and its referent is the interior and absolute
conditions of the Essence (wa muta‘allaqu-hu bućĈn al-DhĀt
wa ićlĀqu-HĀ).73
Here, in JĀmą’s words, the Real Being possesses oneness
(waĄdah) that is not superadded to His Essence, but is rather
His being considered as He is in Himself (min Ąayth Huwa
Huwa) and insofar as there is no duality in It. When
considered in this way, His unity is not an attribute (na‘t) of
the One (al-WĀĄid), but is rather identical with Him (‘aynuHu). This is what the verifiers mean by Essential Oneness (al-

71
72

73

Fihris al-ShawĀhid, in SuĂĀd al-Čakąm, Ibn ‘Arabą wa Mawlid Lughah
Jadądah (Beirut: Dandarah, 1991), 121, 178.
FutĈĄĀt, 2: 579-80.
Cf. Shahidullah Faridi, Inner Aspects of Faith (Karachi: Mahfil-e-

Zauqia, 1979, second ed. 1986, repr. Kuala Lumpur: A.S. Noordeen,
1993), 127.
LaćĀ’if al-I‘lĀm, fol. 13b-14, quoted in Mu‘jam, 1169.
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AĄadiyyah al-DhĀtiyyah).74 This is the oneness of the Being
that is really indivisible or simple in every respect (al-WĀĄid
al-Čaqąqą),75 ‘the level of absolute Oneness where not even a

trace of multiplicity is discernible’, ‘the One of absolute
simplicity’, not in the philosophical sense of individuated
Essence, but in the Ćufic sense of absolute Essence, which
becomes individuated at the level of godhood (ulĈhiyyah)
where, as God, He is already self-invested with Names and
Attributes.76

74

75
76

According to JĀmą, from al-AĄadiyyah al-DhĀtiyyah are derived
numerical unity (al-waĄdah) and numerical multiplicity (al-kathrah)
i.e., two quantitative predicaments (al-‘adadiyyatayn) which are familiar to
all. In other words, unity and multiplicity are among the forms of the
individuations of the Absolute Oneness. Durrah FĀkhirah, 12, 88;
Precious Pearl, 43, 127.
Durrah FĀkhirah, 42, 48; Precious Pearl, 67-68, 72
Commentary, 303-9, 412; Syed Muhammad Naquib al-Attas, Degrees
of Existence (Kuala Lumpur: ISTAC, 1994), 34-41, 52; Prolegomena,
298-303, 313.
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The Dual Aspects of the Essence: AĄadiyyah and WĀĄidiyyah
It is narrated by al-TahĀnĀwą, that for the philosophers (alĄukamĀ’),77 there is simply no difference between alaĄadiyyah and al-wĀĄidiyyah, as both express that the
Necessary Being, in Itself, having no parts (‘adam qismat alWĀjib li-DhĀti-Hi ilĀ ’l-ajzĀ’).78 As the author of MiĆbĀĄ, alFayyĈmą puts it, aĄad is interchangeable with wĀĄid.79
On the contrary, the ĎĈfąs take these two terms as
expressions of a dual nature (i‘tibĀrĀn) of the Essential
Oneness (al-DhĀt waĄdah) of AllĀh80; if considered as being
devoid of all aspects (al-i‘tibĀrĀt), It is called transcendent
oneness (aĄadiyyah) without qualification (qayd), but if
considered as being qualified by them, It is called immanent
oneness (wĀĄidiyyah).81 This is the second application of the
term oneness: to the Absolute Essence (al-DhĀt al-Mućlaqah),
considered as being entirely without any aspect. As Ibn al‘Arabą states, ‘Huwa al-WĀĄid al-AĄad’ means He is not only
transcendentally One, but also immanently One (al-WĀĄid),
in the sense that His Will (mashą’ah, irĀdah), Knowledge,
Power is His Essence; He is Exalted from being many or
numerous or multiple in Essence.’82 According to Ibn al77
78

79

80

81
82

On the list of the philosophers, see Commentary, 218-21.
Al-TahĀnawą, KashshĀf IĆćilĀĄĀt al-FunĈn, annotated by AĄmad Časan
Basaj 4 vols. (Beirut: DĀr al-Kutub al-ĂIlmiyyah, 1418H/1998), 4: 303.
Al-FayyĈmą, al-MiĆbaĄ al-Munąr, second ed., (Bulaq: al-MaćbaĂah alKubrĀ al-Amąriyyah, 1324H/1906), 1:11; al-Jawharą, al-ĎiĄĀĄ, 6 vols.
(Beirut: DĀr al-ĂIlm li al-MalĀyąn, 1376H/1956, third repr. 1404/1984),
2:440; SaĂąd KhĈrą, Aqrab al-MawĀrid, 3 vols. (Beirut: Maktabah
Mursali al-YasĈĂiyyah, 1889), 1: 5, 2: 1432; Mujmal al-Lughah, 1: 89,
4: 918. Lexicon, 1: 27.
Durrah FĀkhirah, 87; Precious Pearl, 127. See also Degrees of
Existence, 5-10; Prolegomena, 271-9.
Durrah FĀkhirah, 12, 88; Precious Pearl, 43, 127.
FutĈĄĀt, 1: 291. Ibn al-‘Arabą’s KitĀb al-Alif wa huwa KitĀb alAĄadiyyah, is opened with this praise to AllĀh: ‘Oneness (al-aĄadiyyah) is
the praise (Ąamd) of the immanent One (WĀĄid) for its own unicity
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‘Arabą, the Real could be understood as absolutely One as
well as as having relation or attribution (iăĀfah), as He
possesses all and everything (al-kull); indeed He is the
Essence (‘Ayn) of all or everything.83 ‘Know that He who is
properly named AllĀh is One in the Essence, All by the
Names,’84 says Ibn al-‘Arabą in FuĆĈĆ, stating at once that
all—whether it is called the Essence, Ipseity, AllĀh, or the
One—are identical. ‘The Oneness [of He Who is properly
named AllĀh] gathers all (of His Names) together in His
potentiality.’85 To return to our discussion on the distinction
between aĄad and wĀĄid, here is a quotation from MashĀhid
al-AsrĀr:
The Real made me contemplate the light of
oneness...then He said to me, ‘You are al-wĀĄid and
I am al-AĄad.’86...The oneness of wĀĄid is a
composite oneness, capable of division, whilst the
oneness of AĄad is a simple and indivisible
oneness.87
Ibn al-‘Arabą’s understanding and application of the
terms al-wĀĄid and al-aĄad could be substantiated by Arabic
authorities. As stated in al-FayyĈmą’s MiĆbaĄ, the term alaĄad is used absolutely in negative phrases;88 indeed, as
noted in al-Zabądą’s TĀj al-‘ArĈs, some lexicologists argue
that the term al-aĄad is employed to deny (nafy, jaĄd, juĄĈd)

83
84
85
86

87
88

(waĄdĀniyyah). Unicity is the praise of the absolute and transcendent
One (AĄad) for its own transcendent oneness....AllĀh is the greatest
(akbar)....the praise of the transcendent One for the transcendent One
remains only for its own transcendent oneness.’ p. 2; B. Unity, 16.
FutĈĄĀt, 2: 31.
FuĆĈĆ, 90.
Ibid.
Ibn ĂArabą, Contemplation of the Holy Mysteries, tr. Cecilia Twinch
and Pablo Beneito (Oxford: Anqa Publishing, 2001), 91.
Ibid., 93.
Lexicon, 2: 2028.
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while al-wĀĄid is to affirm (ithbĀt).89 Al-Zabądą was certainly
referring to earlier authorities, among others, al-Azharą (d.
370/980).90 It is stated also in the same TaĄdhąb of alAzharą91 and the LisĀn al-‘Arab of Ibn ManĉĈr (d. 711AH),92
that, except AllĀh, there is no being to whom the epithets of
al-WĀĄid and al-AĄad are applicable together, or to whom
al-AĄad is applicable alone.93
‘Know that,’ says Ibn al-‘Arabą, ‘for AllĀh, in respect of
Itself (Nafsuh), is a oneness of the transcendent One
(aĄadiyyat al-AĄad), and in respect of His Names, is a
oneness of manyness (aĄadiyyat al-kathrah).’94 Indeed, the
name ‘AllĀh’ is a transcendently Unique Exalted Essential
Name as well as an Integrative Name (al-DhĀtą al-‘Alą alAĄadą al-Jam‘ą). The latter is a oneness of an integration of the
accumulation of the most beautiful Names (aĄadiyyat al-Jam‘
jam‘iyyĀt al-AsmĀ’ al-ČusnĀ), as the Names are indicative of
(mushąrah ilĀ), pointing to (dĀllah ‘alĀ) and dependent on
the Essence.95
As the author of LaćĀif al-I‘lĀm fą IshĀrĀt Ahl al-IlhĀm
says, the name ‘the transcendent One’ (al-AĄad) is of the
Essence per se, being subtracted from all aspects, and all
entifications are withdrawn from It; this is in contradistinction to
the name ‘the immanent One’ (al-WĀĄid), whereby the
Essence is considered with all aspects and entifications, ad
89
90

91
92
93
94
95

Al-Zabądą, TĀj al-‘ArĈs, 9: 264
Al-Azharą, TaĄdhąb, 5: 195. See also Ibn ManĉĈr, LisĀn al-‘Arab, 1: 82,
15: 231, 233.
Ibid., 5: 197-8.
Ibn ManĉĈr, LisĀn al-‘Arab, 15: 233.
See also Lexicon, 2: 2028.
FutĈĄĀt, 3: 465.

Ismuhu al-DhĀtą al-‘Alą al-AĄadą al-Jam‘ą [al-Ism ‘AllĀh’] alladhą huwa
aĄadiyyat al-Jam‘ Jam‘iyyĀt al-AsmĀ’ al-ČusnĀ min kawnihĀ mushąrah
ilayhi wa dĀllah ‘alayhi wa tata‘allaq bihi. Ibn ĂArabą, RisĀlat Shaqq al-JuyĈb
Ăan AsrĀr al-GhuyĈb wa Tajallą al-MaĄbĈb min Ufuq SamĀā al-QulĈb
(Cairo: MaćbaĂah al-SaĂĀdah, 1325H/1907), fol. 62, as quoted in

Mu‘jam, 1167.
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infinitum.96 Indeed, the Essence’s unity in multiplicity
(wĀĄidiyyat al-DhĀt) is identified with His Attributive
Oneness (al-AĄadiyyah al-ĎifĀtiyyah), which is the aspect of

the Essence that brings about the union of Its Names and
Attributes. In this respect, the Names, albeit pointing to the
Essence, are taken as different from It, given that the One
(al-WĀĄid) is understood as distinct from other Names.97 As
al-KamshakhĀnawą states, ‘Oneness is the Subtraction of the
Sum (i.e., AllĀh) from Attributes and Names and Relations
and Self-entifications’ (isqĀt al-jamą‘ mina ’l-ĎifĀt wa ’l-AsmĀ’
wa ’l-Nisab wa ’l-Ta‘ayyunĀt).98
Al-TahĀnawą, citing the commentary of the FuĆĈĆ, states
that the degree of al-aĄadiyyah is the wellspring, as it were, of
two ontological effusions.99 Firstly, the effluence of the fixed
entities and its potentialities indwelling in the Divine

96

97

98

99

Fol. 13b, quoted in Mu‘jam, 1162: Al-AĄad huwa ’l-ism al-DhĀt bii‘tibĀr suqĈt jamą‘ al-i‘tibĀrĀt wa intifĀ’ jamą‘ al-ta‘ayyunĀt ‘an-HĀ wa
dhĀlika bi-khilĀf al-WĀĄid fa-inna ’l-DhĀt innamĀ tusammĀ bi-hi bi-i‘tibĀr
thubĈt jamą‘ al-i‘tibĀrĀt wa ’l-ta‘ayyunĀt allatą lĀ tatanĀhĀ.
Fol. 13b-14, quoted in Mu‘jam, 1169: ya‘ną bi ’l-AĄadiyyah al-Ďifatiyyah
i‘tibĀr al-DhĀt min hayth ittiĄĀd al-asmĀ’ wa ’l-ĆifĀt bi-hĀ wa intishĀ’uhĀ
‘an-hĀ wa hĀdhĀ ’l-i‘tibĀr yusammĀ bi-wĀĄidiyyat al-DhĀt ayăan wa bi-hĀdhĀ
’l-i‘tibĀr tattakhidhu al-asmĀ’ ‘alĀ ikhtilĀfihĀ wa yadullu kull ism ‘alayhĀ wa
in fuhima minhu ma‘nan yatamayyazu bihi ‘an ghayrihi min al-asmĀ’.
Cf. LĀrą’s remark that ‘Oneness, like all other attributes, is identical
with Him with respect to reality and the thing itself (nafs al-amr) but
other than He with respect to [mental] consideration ( al-i‘tibĀr) and
intellection (al-ta‘aqqul).’ Durrah, 87; Precious, 127.
Al-KamshakhĀnawą, JĀmi‘ al-UĆĈl (Egypt: DĀr al-Kutub al-ĂArabiyyah
al-KubrĀ, 1331H/1913), 54, as quoted in Mu‘jam, 1169.
Al-aĄadiyyah hiya ’l-martabah allatą hiya manba‘ li-fayăĀn. KashshĀf, 4:
303. These two effulgences correspond to Ibn al-‘Arabą’s two kinds of selfmanifestations of the Absolute Being: tajallą ghayb and tajallą shahĀdah.
See further FuĆĈĆ, 120-1; Mu‘jam, 265-6, 888-92; Commentary, 167,
278.
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intelligible presence,100 and secondly, the effluxion of their
existence and perfections in the plane of concrete entities
according as their spiritual and physical universe and spheres.
The degree of Oneness is prior to the degree of Godhood or
Divinity. Even though all have the same existence, the mind
determines that some of them are prior to others, like Life
over Knowledge, and Knowledge over Will, and so forth.101
To enlighten us further on the conception of alaĄadiyyah of the author of the FuĆĈĆ, al-TahĀnawą
recommends al-Jąlą’s al-InsĀn al-KĀmil, which states that the
word ‘oneness’ designates the manifestation-form (majlĀ) of
the Essence wherein appear neither the Names nor the
Attributes nor any trace of their Effects; Oneness is then a
Name for the purity of the Essence in so far as the Essence is
divested of all Divine and creatural aspects (ĆirĀfat al-DhĀt alMujarradah ‘an al-i‘tibĀrĀt al-Čaqqiyyah wa ’l-khalqiyyah).102 In
other words, ‘oneness’ expresses the Essence by abstraction of
relation; attributed to AllĀh, the Oneness designates the
purity of the Essence isolated from all the Names, from all
the Qualities, from all cause and all effect.103 The Oneness is
the pure Essence abstracted from the Divine and the created.
100

Al-a‘yĀn wa isti‘dĀdĀtu-hĀ fą ’l-Ąaărah al-‘ilmiyyah awwalan. KashshĀf,
4: 303. Cf. Commentary, 164-5. On Ąaărah as ‘presence’ or ‘an

ontological state in the world of intelligibles’, see p. 161.

101

Wa wujĈduhĀ wa kamĀlĀtuhĀ fą ’l-Ąaărah al-‘ayniyyah bi-Ąasab
‘awĀlimihĀ wa aćwĀrihĀ al-rĈĄĀniyyah wa ’l-jismĀniyyah thĀniyan, wa
hiya aqdamu marĀtib al-ilĀhiyyah, wa in kĀnat kulluhĀ fą ’l-wujĈd sawĀ’,
lĀkin al-‘aql yaĄkumu bi-taqaddum ba‘ăihĀ ‘alĀ ba‘ă, ka ’l-ĄayĀh ‘alĀ ’l‘ilm wa ’l-‘ilm ‘alĀ ’l-irĀdah wa ‘alĀ hĀdhĀ al-qiyĀs. KashshĀf, 4: 303. Cf.
Commentary, 165-6. On the distinction of essential priority and

102

InsĀn KĀmil, 47; Universal Man, 23. In other words, according to al-

103

posteriority, see pp. 272-4, 281-2, 415.

Jąlą, oneness is the quality of the Essence as far as It is considered as pure
from, and absence of, all quality, all name, allusion, relation or
anology, as all is contained in a non-manifested (bĀćin) manner.
InsĀn KĀmil, 47; Universal Man, 23-24. According to al-Jąlą, in this
sense Oneness is the first becoming manifest ( ĉuhĈr) of the Essence.
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As none of the Names (al-AsmĀ’) and Attributes (al-ĎifĀt)
manifest themselves in Oneness; Oneness corresponds then
to ‘the purity of the Sheer Essence in Itself’ (maĄă al-DhĀt
al-Ďirf fą sha’n al-dhĀtą). Due to this, the Oneness is superior
(a‘lĀ) to Unicity, since it is the pure Essence (DhĀt MaĄă),
the superiority of Oneness over the other manifestations of
the Essence is like that of the roots over the branches.105 The
Essence pure and simple possesses the Oneness (aĄadiyyah), in
which is manifested nothing of connections, assignations,
Names, Qualities, nor any other thing; It is the pure Essence.106
For al-Jąlą, some insights into the nature of such a
oneness is illustrated when a man’s own self absorbs him so
completely that he forgets all relations, and he seize such an
idea of himself in himself, stripped of all his appearances, so
that he is in himself and that all the holy qualities or the
creaturely attributes (which belong to him in any case) no
longer relate to him.107
104

104
105
106
107

InsĀn KĀmil, 47; Universal Man, 24.
InsĀn KĀmil, 49; Universal Man, 26-7.
InsĀn KĀmil, 77; Universal Man, 57.
InsĀn KĀmil, 47; Universal Man, 23. Cf. Syed Muhammad Naquib alAttas, Intuition of Existence (Kuala Lumpur: ISTAC, 1990), 9;
Prolegomena, 184.
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The One Essence and Worship
In his summation of the ĎĈfąs’s theological ontology, Syed
Muhammad Naquib al-Attas cautions that when the ĎĈfąs
identify the Real-Truth (al-Čaqq)—which is one of the
Names of AllĀh—with the reality of existence, referring to
the Absolute as It manifests Itself in all the plane of
Existence, they are not implying thereby that AllĀh has no
individuality, or that AllĀh is a vast, vague, pervasive and
dynamic Being, contrary to the theological God of
religion.108 On the contrary, they do affirm the divine
individuality of AllĀh, for it is not inconsistent for the
Absolute to have an individuation as God in the way that He
has described Himself according to His Beautiful Names and
Sublime Attributes at the plane of the Divine Oneness, whose
self-revealing aspect is characterized by the names and
attributes of divinity.109 In other words, while the ĎĈfąs affirm
a higher, unmanifested and hence unknown level of AllĀh’s
Oneness, in which His Essence is only known to Himself,
they also affirm the theological Divine Unity, which
corresponds, in their formulated scheme of the degrees of
the ‘descent’ of the Absolute in analogical gradations, to the
level of wĀĄidiyyah in the planes of the first and second
determination and individuation, where the Absolute as God
is already invested with the names and attributes of
divinity.110 As such, the ĎĈfąs affirm the dual nature of the
truth of IslĀm, i.e., as a religious monotheism and its
authentic philosophical counterpart or metaphysical
complement, the taĆawwuf that projects the Islamic vision of
108

109
110

The dualistic dilemma, to believe in either an existential or personal
God, is an issue that has plagued the West, perhaps more so in the
modern scientific period. See, for examples, Albert Einstein:
Philosopher-Scientist, ed. Paul A. Schilpp, 3rd. ed. (Ill.: Open Court,
3rd. pr. 1982), 103, 659-60.
Commentary, 43.
Commentary, 45.
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Reality and Truth as tawĄąd, the Unity of AllĀh, of the
Absolute Being and Existence.111
Indeed, in one crucial passage in the FutĈĄĀt, Ibn al‘Arabą forbids us, firstly, not to worship the Essence that is
not described as God (al-IlĀh); and secondly, he tells us not
to worship God without the godhead being related to He
who is rightly described by It;112 otherwise, the worship
would be wrongly directed, whether to the Absolute Essence
(in the first case mentioned), or to the false god (in the
second case), whose god is not the One correctly understood
in tawĄąd.113 In other words, Ibn al-‘Arabą tells us not to
perform worship to the very reality of the Real, which is
Oneness (Ąaqąqat al-Čaqq wa huwa ’l-AĄadiyyah),114 the
degree of the Essence as It is in Itself, unconditioned by any
condition, including the condition of godhood. Indeed, the
designation ‘God’ here is inappropriate, since as God He is in a
sense already conditioned by determination and qualified by
relation between Him and the creatures, whereas considered
as Absolute Being He demands that Absolute Oneness
wherein no trace of the initial stirrings of multiplicity are
discernible (i.e., oneness at the stage of aĄadiyyah
mućlaqah).115 Rather, the servant should consciously and
willingly perform the worship to AllĀh—the One God—in
Whom is combined the most beautiful Divine Names116 and
Attributes (al-asmĀ’ wa ’l-ĆifĀt); here, His Oneness, at the stage
of being God, already includes the forms of potential
multiplicity, already pregnant with infinite possibilities towards
111
112

113
114

115
116

Commentary, 129-30.
FutĈĄĀt, 2: 591. lam ta‘bud al-DhĀt mu‘arrĀh ‘an waĆfi-HĀ bi ’lulĈhiyyah, wa lam ta‘bud al-ulĈhiyyah min ghayr nisbati-HĀ ilĀ mawĆĈf
bi-HĀ.
See Commentary, 109-10.
FutĈĄĀt, 2: 591. On the identity of Reality (Ąaqąqah) with One (aĄad),
Essence (DhĀt) and Being (wujĈd), see Commentary, 309-10.
Commentary, 154, 159.
FutĈĄĀt, 2: 591.
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self-diversification, already adumbrated with the latent
possibilities of articulation in multiple and diverse forms.
i.e., oneness at the stage of wĀĄidiyyah, wherein the inner
articulations that are comprised in the unity are discernible.
This is the stage of unity in multiplicity or the unity of the
many.117
Ibn al-‘Arabą would question whether one could worship
the Essence at the level of Oneness, since the veil of
incomprehensibility (ĄijĀb al-‘izzah) is never removed from
It, so much so that none but Him may see Him in the
transcendent oneness. The reality is that it is impossible to
see Him in the transcendent oneness. The transcendent One—
as Ibn al-‘Arabą poetically expresses it—is ‘the Sanctuary that
is Incomprehensible, Unknowable, and Unapproachable’
(‘aząz maną‘ al-Ąiman), Who has never ceased to be in the
Dark Mist (al-‘amĀ), and to whom no self-manifestation can
ever be attributed as Its Reality forbids manifestation. The
transcendent One is ‘the face to whom belongs the burning
splendors’ (al-subĄĀt al-muĄarriqah).118 ‘Therefore my
brothers,’ Ibn al-‘Arabą continues, ‘do not aspire to the lifting
of this veil, for then you will be acting in an ignorant fashion
and will wear yourselves out. But strengthen your aspiration
117
118

Commentary, 154, 160, 276, 410.
K. AĄadiyyah, 3-4. B. Unity, 16-18. The Dark Mist there refers to the

well-known Prophet’s answer to the question where was our Lord
before He created the creatures?: ‘He was in the Dark Mist’. It is
echoed in contemporary Islamic metaphysics: ‘....the nature of the Ultimate
Reality as not conditioned by any condition whatever is, strictly speaking,
not conditioned even by transcendence, and can never be accessible to our
knowledge and cognition, and remains eternally unknown and unknowable
except to Himself. We refer to this first and highest degree of existence as
the self-concealing aspect of the Ultimate Reality, as His inmost Self and
very Essence (al-DhĀt) alluded to in the sacred tradition as the ‘Dark
Mist’ (al-‘amĀ’)...’ The Degrees of Existence, 4. The state of oneness is
the first self-descent (tanazzul) of the Essence from the darkness of the
Mist towards the light of manifestations. InsĀn KĀmil, 47; Universal
Man, 23.
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to the attainment of the Divine Unicity, for it is in It that you
are conceived and It is the inclination which is proper for
you.’119
To recall al-Jąlą, how could one worship the One, when
in the Oneness, none of the Names (al-AsmĀ’) and Attributes
(al-ĎifĀt) manifest themselves, as Oneness corresponds to
‘the purity of the Sheer Essence in Itself’ (maĄă al-DhĀt alĎirf fą sha’n al-dhĀtą)? Contrast this with the Unicity, where
the Names and the Attributes and their effects
(mu’aththarĀt) are manifested, but with regard only to the
Essence, not in a separate mode, so that each one therein is
identical with the other. And what more with the Divinity, where
the Names and the Attributes are manifested according to
that which is appropriate to each one of them. Indeed, the
Divinity encompasses in its locus (majlĀ) the properties of all
manifestations, and gives to all possessor of reality its reality.
It is for that, that the Oneness is superior (a‘lĀ) to
Unicity, since it is the pure Essence (DhĀt MaĄă),
and it is for the same reason that the Divinity is
superior to the Oneness, since the Divinity gives the
Oneness its reality; for the properties of the Divinity
consist in the fact that AllĀh is the supreme (a‘lĀ), the
most complete (ajma‘), the most noble (a‘azz) and
the most excellent (arfa‘) Name; its superiority over
Oneness is like the superiority of the whole over the
part, whereas the superiority of Oneness over the
other manifestations of the Essence is like that of the
roots over the branches. As for the superiority of

119

K. AĄadiyyah, 3-4. B. Unity, 16-18. Ibn al-‘Arabą says that it is in the
Divine Unicity (rather than in the transcendent Oneness) that we are
conceived, as it is out of the inner depths of the unicity of the absolute
Being that Its modes and aspects appear, disappear and reappear. See,
for example, Commentary, 42.
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Unicity over the rest of manifestations, it is like that
of the Union over the Separation.120

120

InsĀn KĀmil, 49; Universal Man, 26-7.
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